Elvira

Description: 20 count, 4 wall, beginner line dance
Music: Elvira by The Oak Ridge Boys

VINE RIGHT
1-4   Step side right with right foot, cross left foot behind right foot, step side right with right foot,
     Scuff left foot

VINE LEFT
5-8   Step side left with left foot, cross right foot behind left foot, step side left with left foot, scuff
     right foot

2 SHUFFLES FORWARD
9&10  Step forward right foot, Step together with left foot, Step forward right foot
11&12 Step forward left foot, Step together with right foot, Step forward left foot

4 COUNTS FORWARD, TURN RIGHT, HITCH
13-16 Step forward right foot, left foot, right foot and make a ¼ turn to the right, Hitch left knee

4 COUNTS BACKWARDS, HITCH
17-20 Step back left foot, right foot, left foot, Hitch right knee

REPEAT